
My 11, 1961

Mr. D. C. * efebvre 
french Power Bureau 

lbotcircle b~didng 
13� oecticut Ave., N.V.  
Washington 6, D.C.  

Dear Mr. Lefebvre: 

You inquired in YIour letter of May 5, 1961, whether the power levels 
Indicated in the table an the last page of our proposed site criteria 
are for a single reactor or for an entire nuclear Installation which 
may include several reactors. Other questions on our policies with 
respect to multi-unit coustrztion at a single site are also raised.  

The pro ed criteria to which you refer are Intended to apply only 
to the cheice of sites for single reactors. We have not yet published 
&xV general policies or procedures relating to the eContruction of 
more then one reactor at the mane place. In a few cases we have 
locatiens where mor than one reactor has been approved and we are 
considering the formulation of a eneral policy on this sub•ect.  
To date, in each Instanme, decisions have been made on a case by eae 
basis.  

The particular question n sqpration distance between Individual 
units In a mlti-unit installatin an be approached In several different 

ays. 2bere should be a general over-.ridi.ng reqUir t that arrange
ments should be so naft that an acident in owe reactor vould not 
initiate an accident in other reactors. Purthert the owner mst decide 
in advance, based on his particular ituastio•,• iweter or not It will 
be required that unaffected reacbozs contne operation l a• one 
reafter expeience an accdent. If the rminin reactors nost 
ontinae pera•t.on, then tbh nmt be s•u ficietly ramved or protected 

from each other to perait continued babitation should an accident 
In ae one to=u. On the other hand&, if continued operation were not 
necessary, then all plants. my be hutdown, if a serious acitent 
in any wre sbhild occur, and all operators would be evacusted 'by the 
gAekest route't. n this case, separation distances my be substantially 
less than in the forier case.  
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